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Laser and Fourier Transform Spectroscopy 
of the A”‘II-x”‘Z’ Transition of SrOH 

C. R. BRAZIER’ AND P. F. BERNATH’ 

Deparlmenr of Chemistry, Universily ofArizona. Tucson, Arizona 85721 

The combination of laser-induced fluorescence with Fourier transform spectroscopy has been 
used to analyze the 000-000 band of the A*I’I4?*2+ transition of SrOH. The rotational constants 
of both states have been determined. Relative intensities from the Fourier transform spectra 
provide information on rotational energy redistribution by collisions, and on the mixing of parallel 
character into the transition dipole moment. o 1985 Academic PBS, IX. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The visible bands of SrOH have been known for a very long time, the first obser- 
vations being made by Herschel in 1823 (1). The carrier was not identified as SrOH 
until 1955, when James and Sugden (2) recognized the similarity with the bands of 
the isoelectronic strontium fluoride molecule. The bands of SrOH (as for all the alkaline 
earth metal hydroxides) are so badly overlapped that rotational analysis was not possible 
before the development of the tunable dye laser. The first such analyses were by Harris 
and co-workers (3-6). Other analyses of alkaline earth metal hydroxides have also 
been carried out by Bernath and co-workers (7-9). 

We report here the analysis of the ~211-~2Z’ system of SrOH which occurs in the 
region 6700-6900 A, recorded by laser-induced fluorescence. The spectrum was initially 
measured using the technique of selective laser excitation with selective fluorescence 
detection to resolve the overlapped lines. To complete the analysis, Fourier transform 
spectra of laser-induced fluorescence were recorded using the McMath FTS at Kitt 
Peak National Observatory. As well as additional transition frequencies, these spectra 
provide important information on relative line intensities due to the simultaneous 
observation of all the lines. The relative line intensities are interpreted by inclusion 
of a parallel contribution to what is nominally a perpendicular transition dipole 
moment. 

II. METHOD 

The SrOH molecule was produced in a Broida-type oven (10). Strontium metal 
was resistively heated in an alumina crucible and the vapor was entrained in a flow 
of argon carrier gas. The metal atoms then reacted with a few mTorr of water added 
to the system. Significant amounts of SrOH could only be produced by increasing the 
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total pressure to around 9 Tot-r. The direct bimolecular reaction to produce J?-2’ 
SrOH, Sr(g) + H20 - SrOH + H, is endothermic* by 0.8 eV (II); hence, this simple 
process is unlikely to contribute significantly. If, however, the Sr atoms are excited by 
pumping the 3P,-‘S transition at 6892 A with a laser, then the bimolecular reaction 
becomes exothermic by 1.0 eV. Experimentally, we find that SrOH can be produced 
at much lower pressure (-1 Torr) and in typically 1000 times higher concentrations 
when the atomic line is excited. 

The output of a Coherent 699-29 computer-controlled ring dye laser was focused 
vertically into the flame. Typical laser power was 200-500 mW using DCM dye pumped 
with 7 W of the 4880-A line of a Coherent Innova 20 argon ion laser. The resultant 
SrOH fluorescence was dispersed through a 0.65-m monochromator and detected with 
a cooled photomultiplier tube with photon-counting electronics. 

The spectra were recorded by scanning the dye laser and recording the fluorescence 
through the monochromator. By scanning the laser in the P branch and monitoring 
fluorescence from the connecting R branch, the complexity of the spectrum was much 
reduced (Fig. 2) (12, 13). This also made assignment easy, as transitions with a common 
excited state could be identified, and ground state combination differences were avail- 
able (4). 

Three channels of data were recorded simultaneously and displayed on the screen 
before storing on floppy disks. These consisted of the resolved fluorescence spectrum 
together with either the total undispersed signal or an iodine fluorescence spectrum, 
and 6-GHz Fabry-Perot fringes from the Coherent 699-29 wavemeter. The fringes 
were recorded only to provide a check on scan continuity. The wavemeter provides 
relative wavenumber measurements accurate to kO.002 cm-‘, but the iodine spectrum 
(14) was needed to maintain the absolute accuracy to this same standard. The data 
were corrected by subtracting 0.0056 cm-’ from the observed lines (15). 

Two Doppler-limited Fourier transform spectra of SrOH, produced in a Broida 
oven, were also recorded. About 1 W of radiation from a Coherent 599-O 1 broadband 
dye laser (l-cm-’ bandwidth) was passed horizontally through the oven, and the re- 
sultant fluorescence was imaged onto the entrance aperture of the FT spectrometer. 
For one spectrum the laser was tuned to the PI + Q12 bandhead and 13 scans were 
coadded in 1 4 hr. For the other the ‘PI-‘S Sr atomic line, which lies very near to 
the Pi2 branch bandhead (see Fig. 3), was excited. In this case 14 scans were coadded 
in 1 hr of observation. The resolution of the Fourier transform spectrometer was 
0.020 cm-‘. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Vibrational Structure 

The A*II-2*2’ system was initially recorded by scanning the dye laser broadband 
(l-cm-’ linewidth) and monitoring the total fluorescence; this spectrum is shown in 
Fig. 1. The spin-orbit splitting for SrOH is 260 cm-‘, so that the *II312 and *IIll 
components are well separated and the *II state conforms to Hund’s case (a) coupling. 
Each of the subbands consists of six branches spaced approximately by -3B, -B, B, 

2 D@rOH) = 92 kcal/mole [Ref. (II)]. 
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FIG. 1. The A*&&+ system of SrOH recorded by scanning the dye laser (l-cm-’ bandwidth) and 
monitoring the total fluorescence. The approximate frequency scale is given in cm-‘. 

3B, with the -B and B branches doubled by the ground state spin-rotation interaction. 
The -B branches reach bandheads at quite low J(20-30) giving rise to the prominent 
features in Fig. 1. The -3B branches give rise to weak high-J bandheads (-90) one 
of which can be seen at about 14780 cm-‘. Herzberg (16) provides notation, energy 

level diagrams, and a description of a case (a) 2II-22 transition. 
The transition involves promotion of an electron between two nonbonding metal- 

centered orbitals of Sr+; this has little effect on the rest of the molecule. Thus the 
transitions which occur are highly diagonal and the small changes in vibrational fre- 
quencies cause the sequence structure to be badly overlapped. This is further com- 
plicated by the fact that two vibrations are of low frequency, Sr-0 stretch at 522 cm- ’ 
and the bend at 360 cm-‘, leading to population of many vibrational levels at 500 K. 

The Q heads of the 000-000 vibrational band are easy to pick out as they are the 
most prominent features and lie at the low frequency side of each sequence. Some of 
the other features in Fig. 1 have been assigned on the basis of measured ground and 
excited state vibrational frequencies (Table I). These frequencies were measured by 
fixed frequency laser excitation and recording of the resolved fluorescence. A pro- 
gression in the ground state Sr-0 stretch is seen up to Av3 = 3. The excited state 
stretch (~5) was found to be 544 cm-’ from a laser excitation scan. Note that the 
labeling of the vibrations has been brought into conformity with customary spectro- 
scopic practice (17): vI is the O-H stretch, v2 is the Sr-O-H bend and u3 is the Sr-0 
stretch. Previous papers (3-8) had interchanged u1 and v3. 

The bending vibration has II character and hence the Av, = 1 transition is formally 
forbidden (18). However, it is seen with about l/8 the intensity of the OOO-02°0 tran- 
sition. The a211-J!*Z’ 000-010 transition is allowed by vibronic coupling. The i*n 
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TABLE I 

SrOH Vibrational Frequencies (in cm-‘; estimated uncertainty 2 1 cm-‘) 

state U2 2v2 9 2V3 3V3 

jy2 r+ 361 727 528 1048 1561 

a2n 544 

000 (HI) vibronic level interacts with the l?‘Z+ 010 (II) vibronic level so that the 2-2 
000-O 10 transition appears by intensity borrowing. There is a definite trend in the 
observation of u2 in the alkaline earth metal hydroxides. For MgOH (6) and CaOH 
(5, 7) only the Av2 = 2 transition is seen. For SrOH the Av2 = 1 band is seen weakly 
while for BaOH (9) it is as strong as the Avz = 2 transition. This increase in 000-010 
band intensity correlates with the increase in spin-orbit coupling and is probably due 
to “spin-orbit vibronic” coupling (19). Fischer’s discussion (19) of the spin-orbit 
vibronic coupling of singlet and triplet states in aromatic molecules is directly applicable 
with only a change in notation. 

The spin-orbit Hamiltonian [Hso(q, Q)] is a function of both electronic (q) and 
vibrational (Q) coordinates, so the spin-orbit matrix element connecting II and Z 
vibronic states is 

VSO(Q) = (zIHso(q, Q)In) N ~so(Qo) + C (2) Qi, i ’ Qo 

where the integration is over electronic coordinates. Some manipulation (19) of 
(dVso/aQi)a produces a term of the form 

which contains both spin-orbit mixing ((Z\IYZ~~\~II)) and vibronic coupling ((nIIldHe/ 
aQj1l-I)). The diagonal spin-orbit coupling constant of the A211 state increases from 
67 cm-’ in CaOH to 635 cm-’ in BaOH. Thus, the growing strength of the spin-orbit 
interaction is probably responsible for the increasing 000-O 10 band intensity. 

B. Rotational Structure 

The A B = -3 and - 1 branches of the 000-000 band were easily discernable, and 
the other branches were found by adjusting the monochromator to observe fluorescence 
in one of the known branches while scanning the dye laser. A monochromator bandpass 
of 1 A was usually used for these measurements. All of the transitions were measured 
using the monochromator as a narrow-band filter to simplify the spectrum (12, 23). 
Ground state combination differences were obtained by reducing the bandpass to 
0.2 A, allowing fluorescence from only one rotational line to be detected; and, from 
these measurements, definite rotational assignments could be made. The FTS mea- 
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surements were made after the initial laser assignments had been completed so they 
were assigned by calculation. 

The observed SrOH transition wavenumbers are listed in Table II. Only those lines 
which were used in the fit are given: low-J transitions with unresolved ground state 
spin-rotation splitting were not included. All the lines were weighted equally although 
some of the FTS measurements are of slightly lower accuracy. The average uncertainty 
as determined from the standard deviation of fit is 0.0025 cm-‘, which is consistent 
with the estimated measurement accuracy. 

The observed transitions in Table II were fit to the ‘II and 2Z+ energy level expres- 
sions of Zare el al. (20), using a nonlinear least-squares procedure. An explicit listing 
of these matrix elements can be found in Kotlar et al. (21). The molecular constants 
determined are given in Table III. 

The ground state constants, while of higher precision, are in excellent agreement 
with those of Nakagawa et af. (4). It was found that the 211 state could be represented 
by only six constants (A, AJ, B, D, p, and q) and a transition energy. When additional 
higher-order terms such as H, pD, and qD were included, the quality of fit was only 
marginally improved, and these constants were not well determined; hence, they were 
excluded from the final fit. 

The rotational constants B,, and Do for the A211 state are very similar to those for 
the B22+ state (6). These two states form a unique perturber pair (20) with 

y. = -0.1667 cm-’ = PO = -0.1432 cm-i. 

The pure precession value (22) is given by 

2A&2(1 + 1) 
PO = ” = ,C(AzII _ B(B22’) 

= -0.157 cm-’ for I= 1, 

which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental results. If the expression is 
assumed to be exact, then an effective value for I may be calculated: this gives 
leir = 0.96. This does not imply that the 2 and B states are nearly pure p states. A 
similar estimate can also be made for the other lambda-doubling parameter, q; 

2B;l(l+ 1) 

’ = E(A211) - E(B22+) 

= -1.51 X 10-6cm-’ for I= 1. 

Again this is in reasonable agreement with the experimental result of - 1.91 
X lOa cm-‘. 

A prediction of the ground state microwave spectrum of SrOH can be made using 
the constants obtained together with the energy level expressions for ‘2 states (16). 
The strong lines have AN = A& these are given in Table IV for N” up to 9. Each 
transition consists of a doublet split by 73 MHz due to the spin-rotation interaction. 

The error estimates for the fitted constants imply a precision of between 0.5 MHz 
for the low-N transitions and 5 MHz for the high-N ones. Due to the possibility of 
systematic errors, the predictions are probably only accurate to about 10 MHz. This 
is consistent with the small systematic trends in the residuals of Table II. 
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TABLE II 

Observed Transitions in Wavenumbers in the 000-000 Band of the A211-j2Z+ Transition of SrOH 

There is also the possibility of proton hyperfine structure; this has been discussed 
for CaOH (8). The effect is likely to be similar in SrOH, with splittings of a few MHz 
at low N dropping to zero at higher N where both rotational levels show the same 
hypetine splitting. 
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TABLE II-Continued 

169 

The dipole moment of SrOH has not been measured. However, the dipole moment 
for the isoelectronic molecule SrF was found to be 3.47 D (23). The value for SrOH 
is 1ikeIy to be smaller, probably around 2-3 Debye. The calculated frequencies will 
aid in a search for the microwave spectrum in either the laboratory or in extraterrestrial 
sources. 

C. Relative Intensities 

The first FT spectrum was recorded with excitation at the P, , Q12 bandhead. The 
corresponding RI branch shows strong resonant lines between Jof 10.5 and 32.5. The 
intensities of the Pf2, Q1 , and RI2 branches which originate from the other lambda- 
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TABLE III 

Molecular Constants for the 000-000 Band of the ~*II-J?2’ Transition of SrOH 
(in cm-‘; one standard deviation in parentheses) 

Constant z%+ 000 A% 000 

TO 

60 

DOXd 

VOX103 

pO 

qox104 

A0 

AJX105 

0.0 14 674.332(2) 

0.2492032(27) 0.2538873(27) 

2.1801(30) 2.1735(30) 

2.4273(53) 

-0.1432006(86) 

-2.0000(133) 

263.51741(34) 

7.0046(68) 

doubling component (f) show a Boltzmann distribution (T 1: 500 K) of population 
in the excited stateflevels. The peak e/fpopulation ratio is about 3/ 1, but the flevels 
could not have been populated directly by the laser. There is, however, no evidence 
of resonant (AJ = 0) transfer of population between the e andflevels since the dis- 
tributions are different. However, the presence of a substantial Boltzmann population 
in thefcomponent does suggest that the e andflevels communicate with each other. 

The second FT spectrum was recorded with excitation of the 3P,-‘S~ Sr line at 6892 
A. There is no overlap of this line with the spectrum of SrOH. However, the PIZ 
bandhead is only 0.4 cm-’ away so that it was excited by the l-cm-‘-bandwidth dye 
laser. The lines with J’ = 83.5-96.5 which could have been directly excited are not 
the strongest lines, however; instead, the maximum occurs at J’ = 7 1 S, as can be seen 
in Fig. 3. The most reasonable explanation of this is that a partial relaxation of the 
population has occurred. In the limit of an infinite number of collisions, a Boltzmann 

TABLE IV 

Predicted Pure Rotational Transitions of SrOH (in MHz) 

Transition Predicted Frequency 
N+lcN F1-Fl(e-e) F2-F2(f-f) 

1-O 14 979. 
2-l 29 921. 29 846. 
3-2 44 862. 44 7B7. 
4-3 59 803. 59 728. 
5-4 74 743. 74 669. 
6-5 89 683. 
7-6 104 621. 
8-i 119 559. 119 484. 
9-8 134 494. 134 420. 

10-9 149 430. 149 355. 
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FIG. 2. A section of the Q2 and P2, branches of SrOH recorded using resolved fluorescence detection. The 
numbers are N for the *Z+ state, each transition being doubled by the ground state spin-rotation interaction. 

distribution of population will occur. We appear to be looking at a situation part way 
between the fully relaxed and the initial laser-excited distributions. The high-J levels 
are well resolved in the Qr and RI2 branches, shown in Fig. 4. The intensity of these 
transitions shows an additional maximum around J = 88.5 consistent with a small 
number of molecules emitting before undergoing collisions. 

There is clear evidence in this spectrum of transfer to the e levels in the 211 state. 
In this case there is no strong Boltzmann background and the populations can be 
estimated fairly accurately, giving a value of 5: 1 for theje ratio. The chance of a single 

SrOH A’bX*~+ 

14Go4 14407 cm-' 

FIG. 3. Part of the Fourier transform spectrum of &OH. Excitation is centered on the 3P,-‘S0 Sr atomic 
line, which is offscale by a factor of 100. The structure on this line is an instrumental artifact. At slightly 
higher frequency is seen the Pi2 bandhead, which is also excited by the laser. In addition there are several 
Pi2 lines which lie outside of the I-cm-’ laser bandwidth. 
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Rd69.5) 

14580 

SrOH A2&X2x+ 

. 
I 

14590 cm-’ 

FIG. 4. A section of Fourier transform spectrum showing the Q, and RI2 branches which originate from 
the same excited state rotational levels as shown in Fig. 3. 

collision causing a change of parity must be less than this, however, as each molecule 
must have undergone several collisions at our pressure of 10 Torr before emitting. 

There has been much interest recently in rotational energy transfer in 211 states of 
diatomic molecules (2426), and this work represents the first observation of similar 
results in a triatomic species. The low propensity for e/f transfer is consistent with 
the qualitative explanation for other polar molecules given by Gottscho (26) and the 
quantitative work of Alexander (24). 

It is also possible to make a comparison of the resonantly excited P12, Q, , and Rr2 
branches. For a pure case a *II-*Z+ transition these should have a 1:2: 1 intensity ratio. 
If spin-uncoupling is included in the intensity calculations (27), then the ratio becomes 
1:2.6: 1. The measured ratio is 1:2.6: 1.6; the difference is thought to arise from a parallel 
contribution to the formally perpendicular transition dipole moment. Expressions for 
the relative intensities of Q = 1 states including this effect have been derived by Kopp 
and Hougen (28). Their expressions do not include spin-uncoupling, but as the ratio 
of P/R does not change due to uncoupling, an estimate of plI may be made from the 
relative intensities of these two branches. The calculation gives 

CLIIPII = 9.3. 

This contribution arises from contamination of the 211,,2 state by spin-orbit mixing 
[A(L_S+ + L+S_)] with the 8*2’ state. The wavefunction for the A state acquires a 
proportion of *2 character and pll can then make a contribution to the overall transition 
moment. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The rotational analysis of the A211-J?*Z+ system of SrOH has been performed by 
laser spectroscopic techniques. Laser-induced fluorescence from gas-phase free radicals 
has been detected by Fourier transform spectroscopy for the first time. The coupling 
of these two techniques gives the FT advantage of simultaneous recording of a large 
number of lines together with the simplification due to the selectivity of laser excitation. 
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